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My invention relates to improvements ‘in ex 

drilling tapered holes in lumber’ in which dowels 
and the like are to be secured by fox wedg'ing. 
The object of the inventionis to provide-means 

' pansi'on bits, which are particularly‘adapted for ' 

whereby the holes‘ drilled increase'in diameter ; 
progressively from the surface of’ the material‘ 
drilled to the ‘bottom of the hole. A further ob 
ject is to provide a structure wherein the cutting 
elements are'so supported in the drill stock as 10 

to prevent chattering, to the end that the walls " 
of the hole are smooth and the grainof the wood " 
free from ragged appearance. _' . 
The invention consists of a drill stock in which 

a pair of cutting elements hingedlyr connected to 
gether at one end are mounted and in which 
means are provided for moving the cutting ele- ' 
ments endwise beyond the end of the stock and 
for spreading the’ projecting ends of‘said ele 
ments apart, as will be more fully described in the 
following speci?cation and shown in the accom 

‘ panying' drawing, in which— 
Figure 1 is an elevational view of the invention 

‘- with the cutting elements retracted. ‘ 
Figure 2 is a part sectional view showing-the 

cutting elements extended. > 
In the drawing like characters of reference 1 ' 

indicate corresponding parts in each ?gures 
The numeral I indicates a drill bit stock which 

is adapted to be held in a chuck of a drilling ' 
The stock 1 is slotted upwardly from > 1 machine. 

its lower extremity 'as at 2 to receive a pair of 
cutting elements 3. Each ofethecutting elements 
is an ‘elongated strip of steel having a substan-‘ 
tially \l-shaped outer end 4, one angle of. the 1V 
being bevelled off and suitably curved in the di-; 
rection of rotation'to provide a cutting edgeYSb 
Each cutting element is provided intermediate > 
its length with anarcuate slot 6 which extends 
from about the longitudinal ‘‘ axis 'of the strip 

' downwardly and outwardly towards theqcutting 
edge 5. One side of‘ each cutting elementfis 
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’ Extending through the stock land 'the'arcuate 
'slots96 offthe cutting elements “is” a pin 8. An 
elongated slot I0. is 'formed" intermediate‘ the 

. length of the stock l which is transverse to the 
" slot 2 ‘and a' pivot pin. l2 extends‘ through said 
slot and'the upper ends ofthe cutting elements . 
3. Theflen'gth-Of the pivot pin I2 is suchzas to 
project into an annulargroove I3'which is formed v 
in a collar 15; The collar l5gris ‘made in anyxsuité _ 
able manner, to slide freely upon the stock I and ' 
permit the stock-to rotate therein, it is provided 
with trunnions I6 on its periphery which" are _ 
adapted to be engaged bya" suitablejfee'd lever, 
fulcrummed on a stationary ‘part of the drilling . j . 

machine. . . In operation, the bittis brought down approxi- ' 
: mately to» the face of the work to be drilled and 
' themachine is'set' in motion. vThe collar IS on 
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being lowered ‘along the stock forces the pivot pin’. 
l2 andthe cutting elements 3 ‘downwardly. to pro 
ject beyond the lower end of the slot 2/ ,The 
outer ends 4 of the cutting elements are pro 
gressively spread apart as the elements descend 
due to' the curvature of ‘the arcuate slots 6 as , 
their side edges ride downwardly on vthe pin 8. 
What I claim as myrinvention is: ‘ ‘ 
An' expanding ‘bit comprising a, stock having 

77a slot extending from its lower end inwardly, 
a pair of cutting elements normally housed within 
the slot and extending therebelow, ‘said elements ' 
each having a cutting edge equal to- the width of 
the stock and said elements being" pivotally con 

~ 'nected adjacent ‘one end Vbya pivot pin,v said, 
stock having a longitudinal slot transverse to 

a. the ?rst. named slot through which thepivot pin‘ 
extends, means engaging theYpivot ‘pin, exter 

' nally of the stock for moving said cutting ele- ' 

40' 

curved as at 1 to prevent binding in the ‘hole; ’ 
bored. ' 45 

' ments .to project downwardly beyond the lower 
end of the stock, and means'for ‘guiding the lower, 
endsof vthe cutting elements outwardly as they ‘ 
are moved downwardly. . 
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